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MOUNTAIN IDYLL WITH EXQUISITE COMFORT
The Chimney House engages in a dialogue with Sveti Janez church.

The full appeal of this residential building from Dekleva Gregorič Architects only becomes apparent when seen in context next to the neighbouring structures.

The Chimney House in the Slovenian town of Logatec is flanked by a barn on one side and a 16th-century church on the other. Encased in oiled larch wood, the building owes its name to the roof section that runs centrally across the entire length of the structure.

COMPACT THANKS TO SKYLIGHT

Only after entering the building does the primary function of this flat roof become clear, namely as a skylight for providing the kitchen, neighbouring dining area and bedroom with ample daylight. As a central design element, it establishes a strict spatial alignment along the longitudinal axis of the building that is only broken up by individual openings on the side.
The bedroom and kitchen benefit in particular from the daylight from above.